
This in-wall bridge speaker transforms your smaller 2-way in-wall or satellite speakers into full range monitors. This compact, non-powered 
sub is not for replacing a decent powered LFE subwoofer, but to bridge the frequency gap often found when trying to pair smaller speakers 
to a high powered subwoofer.

While typical compact 2-way speakers do a fine job of covering the high and mid frequency audio, they tend to taper off at the upper end 
of the low frequencies leaving a sonic gap between the highs and lows. You can adjust the upper end of your powered subs crossover to 
compensate, but that ends up sacrificing sound staging and depth of field as the directional upper low end frequencies start to collapse 
onto the location of your sub. Pair these with each of your main speakers for clearer, more well defined audio and wider sound staging. 
Bi-amp them with a capable amp or receiver to get the ultimate audio experience. It will be like having massive full range tower speakers 
without sacrificing any living space.

Please note that the video on this page shows the specific instructions for installation of PID 6317. While this speaker mounts into the wall 
much differently than the one in the video, the video shows the basic steps, tools, and types of procedures that would be used for the 
installation of any in-wall or in-ceiling speaker, and is included on this page for reference purposes only. Please refer to the specific
installation instructions of the in-wall or in-ceiling speaker you have for the specific dimensions and installation procedures.

IN-WALL SUB &
PATIO SYSTEM
Enjoy the great outdoors while listening to your favorite jams!

13614
6.5-inch Weatherproof 2-Way
Speakers w. Wall Mount Bracket

.9969

8240
Outdoor Speaker Volume
Controller RMS 100W - White

.9913

21550
Origin Series 14AWG 2-Conductor
Burial Rated Speaker Wire, 250ft

.9944

2869
3ft Premium 2 RCA Plug/2 RCA
Plug M/M 22AWG Cable

.982

*Plug from AVR LFE output. Select BRIDGE mode on amp for full 200W to in-wall sub.

18514
Unity 200-Watt Bridgeable
Power Amp

.99199

.99331

4928
Aria In-Wall Speaker 10-Inch
Subwoofer Passive 200W max

.9939

2869
3ft Premium 2 RCA Plug/2 RCA
Plug M/M 22AWG Cable

.982

2816
Access Series 12AWG CL2 Rated
2-Conductor Speaker Wire, 50ft

.9116

*System can be controlled by AVR Zone-B output or stand alone with input from personal music device.

18514
Unity 200-Watt Bridgeable
Power Amp

.99199

.87259

» Patio System

» In-Wall Sub System


